Model of Zakat Utilization in the Covid-19 Pandemic Era: Perspective of Maqashid Sharia
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Abstract

The Covid-19 pandemic brought significant changes in human social life. One of the most affected sectors is the economy. One of the financial institutions that can be used to alleviate poverty is zakat. This article aims to describe the utilization of zakat in East Java province and analyze it using the principles of Maqashid Sharia. This article is based on empirical research using a conceptual approach. Primary data was generated from interviews with Badan Amil Zakat East Java, Yayasan Dana Sosial Al-Falah Malang, Nurul Hayat Malang, and Baitul Mal Hidayatullah Malang. This study shows that zakat management institutions have distributed productive zakat. There are three models of the productive distribution of zakat: the provision of Business Capital, Revolving Funds, and scholarships. Productive management of zakat can be maximized through mentoring and monitoring the program. Assistance to mustabiq beneficiaries can improve the quality of religious knowledge, reason, and economic income as stated in maqashid syariah.
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Introduction

The Covid-19 Pandemic brought significant changes in human social life. One of the most affected sectors is the economy. Restrictions on social activity resulted in people's purchasing power decrease. The Covid-19 Pandemic also caused job cuts and the loss of income. The income crisis triggered stress, violent behavior, and suicidal behavior during the Covid-19 Pandemic.

---


addition, Covid-19 triggered an increase in crime rates in the community.\(^5\) The government has implemented various policies to protect affected community groups in the era of the Covid-19 Pandemic, such as the provision of social assistance to economic incentives for business actors.\(^6\) However, these policies have not been able to economically unravel the socio-economic impact due to the Covid-19 Pandemic. One source of money that can be used to handle the Pandemic's impact is zakat.

Experts have conducted studies on zakat and the Covid-19 pandemic. Handling the Covid-19 pandemic is not only the responsibility of the government. However, synergy is needed with non-governmental institutions, including the Amil zakat institution.\(^7\) During the Covid-19 pandemic, Amil zakat institutions actively carried out zakat collection campaigns. Because zakat can be a means of easing the burden on people affected by the Covid-19 pandemic, especially in the economic sector.\(^8\) During the Covid-19 pandemic, Amil zakat institutions distributed more zakat consumptively, such as food assistance for affected communities, disinfectants, isolation rooms, and health equipment.\(^9\) Meanwhile, the distribution of productive zakat during the pandemic is still

---


\(^10\) Amanda et al., “Pendayagunaan Zakat Pada Masa Pandemi Covid-19.”
running, albeit on a smaller scale. For example, the cash for work program purchases goods to be distributed to mustahiq through small entrepreneurs affected by the Covid-19 pandemic. Another model of productive zakat is the provision of revolving funds. Zakat is a fiscal instrument to restore the community's economy after the Covid-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, the utilization of zakat during the Covid-19 pandemic has not been maximized. The obstacle that is often faced in the productive distribution of zakat is the absence of intensive assistance in developing the mustahiq economy.

This article aims to analyze the optimization of the productive zakat utilization model during the Covid-19 pandemic in East Java province and analyze it using the principles of Magashid Sharia. East Java province is the province with the population with the highest poor category on the Java island. Data from the Central Statistics Agency showed that the poor population in East Java Province in September 2021 was 4,585,970 people. This condition is getting worse during the Covid-19 pandemic. Government prioritizes East Java province in handling extreme poverty due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

---


study is empirical research using the Maqashid Sharia approach. The primary Data of the study was generated from the interview process with zakat managers: Badan Amil Zakat Jawa Timur, Lembaga Amil Zakat Nasional Yayasan Dana Sosial Al-Falah Malang, Lembaga Amil Zakat Nasional Nurul Hayat Malang, Lembaga Amil Zakat Nasional Baitul Mal Hidayatullah Malang. Secondary data sources were obtained through documentation results from the annual report of the Amil zakat institution, reports from the Central Statistics Agency, research results, journal articles, and books related to zakat and Covid-19 pandemic.

Discussion

Zakat and Maqashid Syariah

Zakat is one of the main pillars of Islamic religious teachings.\textsuperscript{18} Zakat is worship that has two dimensions at once. Zakat is not only used as a means of worship but also as a tool of improving the welfare of the weak, both religiously and economically. Zakat is not only about worship and submission to God's command. Furthermore, zakat has an essential value in building the benefit of the Ummah.\textsuperscript{19} The performance of zakat is obligatory for Muslims who have qualified to carry it out following the command of Allah in surah Al-Baqarah (2) verse 43, “and establish prayer and pay zakat.” The introductory provisions of the obligation to pay zakat are mentioned in many other verses in the Qur'an, such as in surah Al-Baqarah (2) verse 267, al-an'am verse 141, al-Taubah verse 60, and others. Of the verses of the Qur'an that mention zakat, there are at least 28 verses that mention the Zakat command along with the command to perform prayer.\textsuperscript{20} Besides worship, zakat also has the benefits of cleansing themselves, as outlined in surah al-Taubah verse (9) verse 103. Those who pay zakat in addition to cleaning themselves also include people who participate in efforts to prosper the community, considering zakat is one of the essential instruments in poverty alleviation efforts.\textsuperscript{21} With transparent management and


\textsuperscript{19}Erlindawati Erlindawati, “Motivasi Masyarakat Dalam Membayar Zakat Untuk Meningkatkan Kesejahteraan,” IQTISHADUNA: Jurnal Ilmuah Ekonomi Kita 5, no. 2 (December 30, 2016): 189.


rules, zakat can even be used as a source of state finance to provide social security for people in need. In case for the benefit of people who urge the government also has the right to use the zakat funds.  

Zakat receipts can be used to measure the level of public welfare and even the economic strength. Various studies show that zakat in the contemporary era is managed productively. It aims to improve the quality of life of mustahiq zakat through economic equity, social welfare distribution, Human Resource Production, and education improvement. Productive management of zakat emphasizes mustahiq’s economic independence. In addition to business capital from zakat funds, mustahiq also receives training and assistance from zakat management institutions so that the business initiated becomes a permanent source of income. Financial independence of the people poverty rate. Research Riyadi et al. shows that Indonesia has great potential to receive zakat. In addition to the majority of the population being Muslim, Indonesia is referred to as a country that has a high level of generosity. Nevertheless, the constructive receipt and management of zakat funds have not been maximized. Regulatory factors, religiosity, colleagues, level of literacy, and clarity of the zakat system are concerned with compliance in paying zakat.

23 Kusuma and Ryandono, “Zakah Index.”
The study of zakat cannot be separated from the discussion of *maqashid* sharia. In the contemporary era, Islamic law is expected to provide solutions to various problems of human life. Through *maqashid* sharia, the teachings of religion can be understood flexibly for human benefit. Etymologically, *maqashid* sharia is derived from Arabic, which means the purpose of Islamic law. *Maqashid* sharia, in etymological terms, is a compound word of two words, namely *maqashid* and sharia. The word *maqashid* is derived from the verb *qashada* *yasqifud*, which has a meaning that means to. The word *maqashid* is a plural form of the noun (masdar) *maqashid* or *maqashid*, which means the purpose. Towards the word *Sharia* in the etymological sense has the meaning of the way to the source of water, which in another sense is interpreted as the way toward the primary source of life, namely Sharia. In the terminological sense, *maqashid* sharia is defined as the value and meaning of the purpose and will of al-Shari' (Allah Swt), which is behind the Making of Shari'ah and the law studied by the scholars’ of the texts of nash, or in another definition *maqashid* al-Shari'ah is interpreted as *al Ma'ani alallati Shuri'at laha al abkaam* (the content of the value of the purpose of the prescribed or established law). Abu Ishaq Al-Syatibi defines *maqashid* sharia as a variety of legal provisions prescribed by Allah to create benefits for humans. The study of *maqashid syariah* continues to be done to answer various new problems in life. According to Najmuddin al-Thufi, *maqashid* sharia is the cause for achieving legal purposes in terms of worship and *muamalah*. At the same time, according to Al-Ghazali *maqashid* sharia is a variety of things used to maintain the purpose of Islamic Sharia. Zaky al-Din Sha'ban and Abdul Wahab Khalaf refer to it as *maqashid al-tasri*. Meanwhile, Muhammad Abu Zahra referred to it by the term *maqashid al-abkam*, and Najmuddin Al-Thufi referred to it more by *al-maslahab*.
According to Syathibi, prosperity in this world and the hereafter is the purpose of Allah SWT in a ruling. Syathibi further explained that the importance of the existence of law is to maintain the *maqashid* (purpose) of law for the benefit of man. All obligations (taklif) are created to realize the benefits of enslaved people. There is no law of God in the sight of Asy-Syatibi that has no purpose. He further stated that the law with no purpose is the same as *al taklif ma la yu’ta* (an unenforceable order). This is an example of the legal purpose of a *taqlif*, namely, the word of God in requiring jihad (QS. Al-Baqarah [2]: 193).

From this verse, it can be known that the purpose of war is to launch the path of preaching in the event of disruption and invite humankind to worship God. The following example is the word of Allah in requiring *qishash*: "in *qishash* there is (a guarantee of survival) for you, O people of understanding, that you may fear Allah" (QS. Al-Baqarah [2]: 179). From the second verse, it is known that the reason *qishash* is prescribed is that with *qishash*, the threat to human life can be eliminated.

Al-Ghazali divides *maqashid Syariah* in *al-mabaadi’ Al-khamsyah* includes protection against religion (*hifzd al-din*), soul (*hifzd al-nafs*), sense (*hifzd –’aql*), descendants (*hifdz al-nasl*), and property (*hifzd Al-maal*). These five things belong to the category of primary human needs. Meanwhile, Jasser Auda divides *maqashid Sharia* into three: first, *Maqashid al-' Ammah* is all forms of benefits that apply universally, such as justice, equality, tolerance, including the five basic human needs above; second; *Maqashid Khassah* is *maslahah* in specific issues, should not commit domestic violence, should not commit fraud in business; Third; *Maqashid Juz’iyah* is the most core *maqashid* in a legal event. For example, the element of honesty and strong memory in testimony. Various research states that zakat is closely related to the issue of keeping religion (*hifdz din*) and keeping

---


property (hifdz mal).\textsuperscript{37} Zakat can be used as an instrument to alleviate poverty and maintain one’s aqeedah. Poverty can cause a Muslim to become Kufr by doing what is forbidden by the teachings of Islam.\textsuperscript{38}

While Syathibi divides the \textit{maqashid} into three categories: \textit{dharuriyaat}, \textit{hajiyaat}, and \textit{tahsiniyaat}. \textit{Maqashid al-daruriyaat} must exist to maintain the benefit of humankind both in this world and in the hereafter. If this is not met, there will be damage with the level of damage caused following the extent to which the dlaruriyaat value is not met. \textit{Maqashid al-hajiyaat} is to remove distress (\textit{al-baraj wa al-masyaqqal}) from the life of \textit{mnkallaq}, which, if not fulfilled, will not cause damage to the public benefit. Examples in this provision are such as the presence of rukhshah in worship when traveling or in a state of illness. At the same time, maqashid tahiysiyat is to perfect the two previous maqashid, which include the perfection of Customs and \textit{akblaq al-karimab}. Such as doing thaharah (purification) in worship, doing sunnah practices, giving alms, and manners in eating and drinking.\textsuperscript{39}

Related to \textit{maqashid}, which is \textit{dharuriyaat}, Syathibi classifies it into five forms referred to as the five general principles or \textit{kulliyat al-kbamsah}. Each of these forms has two divisions, namely in terms of form or care and in terms of ‘adam or prevention. These five forms of \textit{maqashid sharia} are as follows:\textsuperscript{40} First, \textit{maqashid Sharia} protects religion. The \textit{maqashid} form of Sharia to protect religion is the right of a person to embrace and believe in religion freely and without interference. An example of this is by praying and paying zakat. It is either a punishment or a punishment for the wicked.

Second, \textit{maqashid Sharia} protects the soul. The form of \textit{maqashid Sharia} to protect the soul is the basis and reason that states that a human should not be hurt, harmed, let alone killed. Such as the right of man to live and the right to obtain food and drink. In terms of prevention is done through \textit{qhisash} and \textit{diyat}. Third, \textit{maqashid Sharia} protects the mind. \textit{Maqashid} form of Sharia to protect the mind or intellect. Based on these provisions, everything that causes loss of mind becomes forbidden, such as drinking alcohol, drugs, etc. Examples of its application in care are carried out by eating and foraging. While in the form of


\textsuperscript{38}Mahmud Ishak, “Kemiskinan Dan Pengaruhnya Terhadap Kejahatan Dalam Perspektif Teologis Dan Sosiologis,” \textit{TAHKIM} 9, no. 1 (October 7, 2017), https://doi.org/10.33477/thk.v9i1.94.


\textsuperscript{40}Abu Ishaq al Syathiby, \textit{Al Muwaffaqaat Fi Ushul al Syari’ah}, 7–11.
prevention is done by enforcing the law against drunkards. Fourth, *maqashid* Sharia protects property. *Maqashid Syariah* to protect property guarantees that everyone has the right to own property, and taking it falsely from others is prohibited. Whether in the form of theft, corruption, and so on. An example of application in this provision is the ability and right of a person to carry out buying and selling and seeking wealth. At the same time, the form of prevention can be done with the presence of a bit of punishment for thieves. Fifth, *maqashid* Sharia to protect descendants. *Maqashid sharia*, to protect offspring, makes Zina forbidden because it can have a negative impact. Biologically, psychologically, economically, socially, *nasab*, inheritance law, etc. Therefore, its preservation is carried out in the form of marriage. In contrast, prevention is carried out by enforcing the law for people who commit adultery and who accuse others of adultery in the absence of evidence.

**Model of Zakat utilization during the Covid-19 pandemic in East Java**

Zakat is a potential fiscal instrument in the era of the Covid-19 pandemic. The National Amil Zakat agency noted that the potential for zakat in Indonesia in 2020 was 327.6 trillion rupiahs.\(^1\) Zakat managed professionally can be a source of welfare for the community.\(^2\) Zakat not only provides support to the weak people in order to survive but makes them economically independent.\(^3\) In this regard, the regulation of the National Amil Zakat Agency Number 3 of 2018 states that zakat can be distributed in the form of productive business to achieve public benefit. Based on the National Amil Zakat Agency (BAZNAS) report, zakat, which was successfully collected during the Covid-19 pandemic, is used to empower new *mustahiq* due to economic weakness. Zakat funds are also distributed to reduce the losses of small and micro-entrepreneurs affected during the pandemic.\(^4\)

Assistance for people affected by Covid-19. Baznas East Java launched cash for work program. The program follows the direction of the central Baznas. This program aims to move the economic wheel that stops due to decreasing people’s buying interest. One form of this program is the provision of funds for Usaha Mikro Kecil dan Menengah (UMKM), assisted by Baznas, to
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\(^{3}\)Riyadi et al., “The Effect of Utilizing Zakat Fund on Financing Production to Achieving Social Welfare.”

provide logistic packages for families affected by Covid-19. The national program of Zakat utilization from Laznas Nurul Hayat is the Bunda Mart program. The main target of this program is to empower women whose husbands died during the Covid-19 pandemic. The Ministry of Social Affairs noted that more than 11,000 children were orphaned during the Covid-19 pandemic. This program provides business capital assistance in the form of grants. However, according to Indra Hermawan, assistance is provided in business tools or materials for production. Capital assistance in the form of money is the last alternative. The assistance that has been provided is, for example, a soap-making machine for mustahiq assisted because of the high demand during the Covid-19 pandemic.

The program of utilizing zakat funds in the economic sector in Laznas YDSF through the Kelompok Usaha Mandiri (KUM). This program has been running since 2001. During the Covid-19 pandemic, the provision of business capital focused on affected UMKM, such as purchasing processed food for the benefit of families undergoing self-isolation. Through this program, the economy of affected UMKM can run again. Meanwhile, Laznas BMH Malang distributes zakat funds productively in the form of business capital to mustahiq located in assisted villages. Lukman Hakim, Laznaz BMH Malang outlets manager, stated that productive zakat is still not evenly distributed. They were considering that the percentage is still small. Utilization of productive zakat is done in Laznas BMH West Java. For example, rice fields are planted with rice, and then the results are used to meet the needs of students in boarding schools. Residents manage rice fields, but the East Java region has not focused in that direction; still waiting for instructions from Laznas BMH Center. Zakat funds distributed for effective programs are still minimal, Baznas Data shows that in 2019 only 13.5% or about Rp841 billion. Zakat funds distributed to humanitarian and social programs amounted to 36, 9%, da'wah by 25%, Education 19, 3%, and health by 5.2%. Zakat funds are mainly distributed to poor and poor asnaf for 66.3%.

Second, provide business capital assistance in funds or revolving assets. Baznas East Java synergizes with Baznas Kabupaten/Kota in protecting the poor during the Covid-19 pandemic. One form of this synergy is the Jatim
Makmur program. This Program distributes business capital in the form of goats managed by mustahiq-based mosque worshipers. However, this asset in the form of goats is not owned individually. The mustahiq receives benefits from the management of these assets. Thus, the use of zakat assets becomes wider. Meanwhile, the utilization of zakat funds in Laznas Nurul Hayat during the pandemic was not much done. In addition to implementing programs that previously existed. One of them is the successful village livestock program. Laznas Nurul Hayat cooperates with the community or boarding schools around the forest in Malang to manage goat livestock. The goats given are not owned individually, but the livestock management benefits are given to mustahiq, for example, in the form of food packages.

Productive utilization of zakat funds required exceptional management. Economic programs conducted by Baznas and Laznas need regular assistance and monitoring. If both are not done, zakat funds will be exhausted for daily needs mustahiq. As told by Ita Diana, one of the productive zakat mustahiq Laznas YDSF Malang. In 2019, Ita received venture capital assistance, but due to debt pressure and daily needs, the capital has not been able to restore the family economy. Until 2020, Ita Diana had the opportunity to attend business management training conducted by Laznas YDSF in collaboration with the Indonesian Islamic Business Forum (IIBF) Malang Raya. Since joining the program, Ita Diana's business finances began to be organized, income began to grow, and she could pay off debts slowly. The monitoring program is also a key; through periodic monitoring, mustahiq issues that get Business Capital Assistance can be resolved. When meeting problems such as decreased turnover, mustahiq beneficiaries can share business development. As experienced by Ita Diana during the Covid-19 pandemic.

The third is the provision of intellectual capital through educational programs. One of the leading programs of Baznas East Java is Jatim Cerdas covering the cost of education for poor and poor children, tutoring, and school tool assistance. Interestingly, education programs are preferred in several national Amil Zakat institutions (Laznas). Such as laznas Nurul Hayat, Laznas Baitul Mal Hidayatullah, and Laznas YDSF Malang. According to M. Fandi Bachtiar, director of YDSF Malang, mustahiq empowerment from the aspect of education has a high value and long-term benefits. Not only that, the change in mindset from mustahiq to muzakki can only be done through education. This statement is relevant to the research of Teresia Andriana, which states that one of the roots of poverty in Indonesia is low education and lack of mastery of life

52 Benny Nur Miftahul Ulum, Interview (Surabaya, 1 November 2021)
53 Indra Hermawan, Interview (Malang, 24 Oktober 2021)
54 Ita Diana, Interview (Malang, 28 Oktober 2021)
55 M. Fandi Bachtiar, Interview (Malang, 29 Oktober 2021)
skills. Meanwhile, Laznas Nurul Hayat Malang has an educational scholarship program for low-income families. Laznas Nurul Hayat also has a boarding school from primary to secondary education. Zakat funds cannot fully support the needs of students who come from families. It can ease the burden on parents. Not only that, Laznas Nurul Hayat will facilitate the students who want to continue to college using zakat funds. The main objective of this program is that mustabiq can get better job opportunities to improve the family's economic level. The education program run by Laznas Baitul Mal Hidayatullah based pesantren. Mustabiq children are not only equipped with general sciences but also religious sciences so that they become human beings who have intellectual, emotional, and spiritual intelligence.

Three models of the utilization of zakat above can be done by looking at the level of ability mustabiq. For mustabiq, a poor asnaf who has never had and has business experience, the first way can be an alternative. This group must first meet its basic needs: food, clothing, shelter, education, and health. However, the second way is more suitable for mustabiq, who already has business experience. Zakat funds were entrusted to them to be managed. They benefit from zakat assets. If it is considered capable, the asset is channeled to another mustabiq. That way, the benefits of zakat funds can be felt by more people. It is possible that mustabiq, who has the spirit to be economically independent but has no business experience, can also be facilitated through this model. As for the third model, it is appropriate to use it for mustabiq children. Through productive zakat, mustabiq can turn into muzakki later when his efforts progress and succeed. This is actually what mustabiq empowerment means. It does not perpetuate its mustabiq status.

Model utilization of Zakat in East Java perspective Maqashid Sharia

---


57 Indra Hermawan, Interview (Malang, 24 Oktober 2021)
58 Lukman Hakim, Interview (Malang, 28 Oktober 2021)
The recipient of zakat funds has been described in Q.S. At-Taubah [9]: 60. However, during the Covid-19 pandemic, in addition to focusing on two asnaf zakat, namely the poor and poor groups, zakat was distributed to health workers. The Covid-19 pandemic caused a decrease in the level of Family Welfare. Fulfilling basic needs often causes a person to become entangled in debt and even trigger criminal acts. The poor people receive priority to maintain one's faith. Poverty can cause a Muslim to become kufir by doing what is forbidden by the teachings of Islam. Zakat is a means of poverty alleviation that is relevant to Maqashid Sharia. The use of zakat funds during the Covid-19 pandemic can help affected communities meet their basic needs. According to Imam Al-Syatibi, fulfillment of these basic needs to maintain the benefit of humankind both in this world and in the hereafter. If this is not met, there will be damage.

However, according to M. Fandi Bachtiar, director of Laznas YDSF Malang, the provision of assistance to mustabiq depends on their religious commitment. For example, in the scholarship program for poor and poor children. If they do not attend the study three times in a row, the scholarship given can be suspended and even revoked. Scholarships will be handed over to other mustabiq. In economic programs, the religious element is also always emphasized. Ita Diana, the recipient of business capital assistance from Laznas YDSF Malang, said that at the time of the survey, feasibility and business monitoring are always asked whether the prospective beneficiary mustabiq and family pray, fast, and perform other worship. Laznas YDSF also conducts regular religious coaching. According to Ita Diana, this coaching is beneficial for herself and her family. For example, constantly ashamed if you do not perform obligatory prayers or fast, always complain about all problems to Allah, and foster an attitude of generosity to others even in economically tricky conditions. In practice, Ita Diana often does alms dawn in the form of providing food for the homeless before marketing their merchandise. There is inner satisfaction when distributing the alms. Laznas Nurul Hayat Malang also carries out the
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60 Fauziah, Hafidhuddin, and Tanjung, “Analisis Maqashid Asy-Syariah Dalam Pengelolaan Zakat Oleh Negara.”
61 Ishak, “Kemiskinan Dan Pengaruhnya Terhadap Kejahatan Dalam Perspektif Teologis Dan Sosiologis.”
63 Kadir et al., “Pengunaan Dana Zakat Pada Korban Covid-19 Perspektif Maqashid Syariah.”
65 M. Fandi Bachtiar (Malang, 29 Oktober 2021)
66 Ita Diana, Interview (Malang, 28 Oktober 2021)
spiritual development of assisted communities. In almost every district in Malang, Laznas Nurul Hayat has a da’wah cadre. Laznas Nurul Hayat fosters more than 1,000 teachers who received incentives every month. Meanwhile, religious guidance by Laznas Baitul Mal Hidayatullah is done through pesantren managed by Hidayatullah foundation.

The construction of spiritual qualities must be balanced with one's intellect. Laznas Nurul Hayat, Laznas YDSF Malang, Laznas BMH more focused on the aspect of education. During the Covid-19 pandemic, scholarships have increased. For example, they provide scholarships to orphans from low-income families affected by Covid-19. Reason gives a guide to a person to choose between good and evil. Through reason, a person’s life can be better because they can access better resources. Zakat is also closely related to guarding one's property. The utilization of zakat can avoid the behavior of taking another person's property falsely, such as cheating, stealing, or robbing. Through productive zakat, mustabiq can meet their needs on an ongoing basis.

In general, productive zakat is distributed through business capital as the experience of Baznas East Java, Lazana YDSF, Laznas Nurul, and Laznas Baitul Mal Hidayatullah above. However, the problem is that the status of business capital given to mustabiq is a grant or such as a loan. Some Islamic jurists claim that zakat funds are the property of mustabiq. Zakat recipients are entitled to use it according to their needs. So there is no need to return it to Amil. It is based on Q.S. Al-Dzariyat: 19: "and in their possessions, there is a right for the poor who ask and the poor who do not get a share." However, the distribution of zakat is an area of muamalah that is open to opportunities for ijtihad, as long as it is not prohibited in the nash. According to Arif Wibowo, zakat aims to meet the practical needs of mustabiq and realize the welfare and independence of mustabiq economically in the long term. Therefore, the distribution of zakat through revolving capital can be justified.

In a Hadith, the Prophet mentions: "from Salim bin Abdullah bin Umar, from his father, which the Prophet saw. He said, “Give this alms to those who are more in need of me. Then the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be
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70 Aibak, “Zakat Dalam Perspektif Maqashid Al-Syariah.”
upon him) said: take it or give it to others. Indeed, the treasure that comes to you, and you do not aspire and do not ask for it, so take it. And when it does not come to you, do not follow your desires”.

Based on the provisions of the Hadith, indeed, zakat can be developed, produced, or given back to another mustahiq in need. However, the right of use is entirely given to the recipient of zakat, Umar, whether it will be developed or given again. Of course, according to Moh. Toriquuddin, there is no necessity for the recipient of zakat to reverse the zakat he has received. The benefit of must-have can be realized by delaying the distribution of zakat by being productive. Productive distribution is (the purpose) of the prescribed zakat because, in productive zakat, there are benefits in general, although the benefits are specifically delayed.

Conclusion

The productive management of zakat has several variants, such as the provision of business capital with a grant system, the provision of revolving capital, and the provision of scholarships. The main focus of zakat distribution is the poor. However, it is necessary to assess the program’s suitability with the mustahiq target. Utilization of zakat productively following the purpose of zakat, namely strengthening and empowering the ability of mustahiq. The management of productive zakat has more weight on three things: the care of religion, reason, and wealth. In terms of spiritual care, productive zakat has met the needs of life to carry out religious life more calmly. In terms of Soul Care (nafs), zakat can productively maintain reason so that the next generation is born intellectually robust and has a better life skill. Finally, in the care of the property, the management of productive zakat can avoid the behavior of taking other people’s property falsely, such as stealing, robbing, or corruption. Then, the revitalization of productive zakat management in the pandemic era has been carried out by zakat institutions, but it has not been maximally programmed and monitored. Therefore, it is necessary to plan effective programs made at the beginning of the year, determine effective programs that vary according to the needs of mustahiq, provide intensive assistance to ensure right on target and sustainability, and regularly monitor-evaluation.
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